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i saw this with my family in a theater. honestly, i ain't no fan of karan johar's films. the film had nothing new to
offer. typical bollywood romance movie. the characters r busy partying from this club to that club. half of the

movie is in clubs n pubs. karan tried really hard to portray his characters as cool. bad direction, pathetic script n
lame editing. typical boy n girl r just having conversations, spending time in an unbelievable platonic way. i mean
don't they hav anything else to do. fancy clothes, fancy places n plenty of time to do useless stuff. i was bore to

the core. believe me this movie had nothing new to offer. it has shades of rockstar n other srk films n a lil
similarity to sweet november. i thot the movie will end but it kept on going. i started fiddling with my fone, my

kids asked me when it's going to end. there was no need for aishwarya's character. cud hav been just any random
foreign babe. aishwarya cannot act man. lisa haydn's character was way too stupid to believe. anushka's acting is
getting monotonous. she acted the same in dil dhadak.. n jab tak. ranbir shud stop doing these kinda movies. its

getting monotonous of him too. the only saving grace were some songs. totally unrealistic n unromantic film.
moviesflix the torrent website leaks movies for free. users of the website can download movies and also get
telegram links. nowadays the usage of torrent websites is been increasing. users will have all the recently

released films in one list and some other bollywood films in another. there are several groups on the moviesflix
website. the features of the torrent website may attract users, but using those torrent websites would put you at

risk.
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